
BIOGRAPHY 
She was born the 26 of October of 1908 in Madrid, in the breast of an accommodated and influential 
family bilbaína. His parents were Pedro of Careaga, first earl of Cadagua, and Conception Basabe and 
Zubiría. Dotada Of a big intelligence and a high dose of determination, does not doubt in undertaking 
studies of industrial engineering in the School of Madrid, that finishes successfully in 1929, with so alone 
21 years. To his promotion it solía call "the promotion of Pilar", of which formed part, between others, D. 
Ernesto Carry It and D. José María of Oriol and Urquijo.  

At the same time that Pilar Careaga, assisted another woman to kind, María Teresa Usabiaga, that did not 
finish his studies. 

Pilar Careaga was the first woman engineer of Spain. His go through the classrooms was all a social 
event, especially when it realized his compulsory practices in the cabina of a locomotive of steam. The 
surprise and the pasmo of the ferroviarios and curious did not have limit. Pilar was the first woman engi-
neer of Spain, and his go through the classrooms was all a social event, especially when it realized his 
practices in the cabina of a locomotive of steam. It was the first Spanish woman in driving a train. 

The number 59 of the magazine “Stamps” devoted him, in February of 1929, a reportaje graphic and 
literary, by the fact, then unusual, to drive a locomotive (like part of his practices of last course). A re-
porter and a photographer of the magazine accompanied in one of his trips from the madrileña north sea-
son to the Country Vasco. The chronicle reflects the estupor of travellers in front of “a woman that guides 
locomotives”. But for Pilar Careaga the locomotive was more that a simple machine, no in futile the me-
chanical was his vocation from the thirteen years, age to which decided to study industrial. With his suit 
ferroviario and instrumented with gafas to avoid the carbonilla in the eyes, Careaga refered to the locomo-
tives like this: “¡what nice are!… They are admirable… ¡So sufridas!… ¡So brave!”. In said reportaje 
manifest passionate by the mathematical, the álgebra and the physical.  

In another interview conceded to the magazine of the White “and Black period”, Pilar Careaga him 
quitaba importance to his practices and declared: “it is not very cansado… Six hours of gone and other six 
of turn between Madrid and Valladolid… The palanca of change of courses and the equilibrador are very 
manejables… Something harder is the regulatory… has felt something of frio, because these days have 
travelled to low cero; but in the machine does not go bad. The machine is not very trabajosa… Give faith 
that, in the rise of Tablada, the poor fogoneros realize a work abrumador, titánico… The brake is delicate, 
but results question of habit. The more penoso, the dust of coal did not exert, however, the profession. It 
devoted to the politics, affiliated to Spanish Renewal, presented like deputy to Courts. It realized his cam-
paign visiting diverse Spanish provinces and continued his fully devoted life to the politics, being the first 
mayor of the city of Bilbao between 1969 and 1977. 

Pilar Careaga and Basabe, the first woman engineer of Spain, died in Madrid, the 16 of June of 1993 


